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Select key information to include in notes and
summaries
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Study skills Unit outcomes

Notice and study binomials (give
and take, all or nothing etc.) to use
the phrases correctly

Identify and use intonation
patterns expressing attitude

Learn how
to effectively
participate in
small groups

Use modal verbs to express different
levels of directness

Recognize and use prepositional
verbs
Recognize and use phrasal verbs

Review and use phrases for
interrupting others

Expand and practice phrases
for agreeing and disagreeing
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Listen for the logical order of lectures
or presentations
Practice critical listening to evaluate
according to chosen criteria
Prepare and present a project
proposal related to an urban issue
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Practice distinguishing facts and opinions when you
listen
Recognize statements that need justification
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Talk: Why do people climb mountains?
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Notice and explore maximizing or exaggerated
language
Recognize and identify implicit assumptions in texts

Zoology
l

Lecture: Metamorphosis—the secrets behind nature's
amazing change
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l

Radio debate: A global tax on changing money?
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Use visual aids and diagrams to organize your
notes and presentations
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Identify counter-arguments to better understand a
speaker’s stance
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Identify strengths and weaknesses of an argument
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speaker’s arguments
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International Relations
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Speaking

Study skills

Unit outcomes

Create emphasis or stress key
information by using inversion

Identify and use pauses for
dramatic emphasis

Listen to assess the validity of a
speaker’s sources

Recognize and explore collocations
with way

Explore and practice
techniques used to emphasize
important information

Discuss and
recognize ways
to identify the
author’s position
in texts

Compare and talk
about ways of
organizing your
personal study
online

Listen to distinguish facts from
opinions

Brainstorm, plan, and deliver
a three-minute speech about
an influential person
Identify and explore attitude
adverbials (naturally, oddly enough
etc.) for more effective listening and
speaking
Study and record abstract nouns

Recognize word stress in
abstract nouns
Make suggestions, check
facts, and ask key questions
to negotiate better

Review and identify gradable and
non-gradable adjectives

Use and notice tonic
prominence in intonation
patterns
Practice words and phrases
for adding points to an
argument

Distinguish
between
arguments and
disagreements in
academic contexts

Work with concordance data to
study words in their contexts

Recognize and use intonation
patterns that express
hesitation or doubt
Develop phrases to soften
criticism in discussions

Compare and
discuss techniques
for performing
well on exams

Notice catenation and linking
in connected speech to
identify words properly

Identify and use linkers to join
arguments effectively

Use reformulating and
monitoring language to check
and manage conflicting
statements or positions
Brainstorm, research, and
perform a conflict-based
role-play

Listen for exaggerated and
maximizing language
Listen to identify implicit assumptions
in texts

Listen to distinguish arguments and
counter-arguments
Make use of visual aids and
diagrams when listening
Prepare and share a short persuasive
message

Brainstorm, produce, and
share a promotional message
about water economy
Recognize and use hedging and
boosting techniques to manage the
strength of your arguments

Listen to identify statements in need
of justification

Research and take part in an
organized debate

Prepare, plan, and participate
in a debate about digital
change in education
Review and explore irregular plurals
in English

Prepare and deliver a three-minute
speech about an influential person

Prepare and negotiate a study
program proposal

Brainstorm, discuss, and
negotiate plans for a study
program
Review and practice ways of talking
about change

Listen to identify source citations

Learn to use
categorising
techniques
to organize
information for
debates and
reports

Listen to recognize strengths and
weaknesses of an argument
Listen for consistent order in
speaker’s contributions and for
inconsistencies
Prepare and participate in a role-play
exercise based on a conflict
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